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Care and Bureaucracy: An Unlikely Marriage 

Introduction 

 Between Franz Kafka and Terry Gilliam, across stories, films, news articles and election 

campaigns, bureaucracy has been given many representations to populate society’s collective 

imagination. None of these representations are particularly flattering. At its best, bureaucracy is 

seen as incompetent and inefficient (Alamenciak; Colias; Childs); at its worst, bureaucracy is 

seen as a breeding ground for corruption and unaccountable backroom officials making life and 

death decisions (Dwivedi; Steyn; Arendt 2006). It may therefore strike the reader as odd to 

think of bureaucracy as a system which is improved by and can augment the effects of care. 

This paper will argue that, contrary to popular opinion and the critical account of bureaucracy 

offered by the 20th century thinker Hannah Arendt, bureaucracy is an indispensably helpful tool 

to those interested in advancing ethics of care in the world. Such a thesis must be argued 

because, if we allow popular and current philosophical conceptions of bureaucracy to stand, 

then we risk losing a great advantage of the modern age to a needlessly dark, self-fulfilling 

prophecy. What’s more, because bureaucracy has become the dominant mode of organization 

and shows no sign of decline in the near future, if care ethics is to succeed as an approach to 

the world, we must theorize how it is to operate within this widespread environment.  

 I will begin this inquiry by setting out the major elements of bureaucracy as theorized by 

Max Weber, showing how this mode of organization is an almost perfect manifestation of what 

care ethicists have called an “ethic of justice”. Once this has been established, we will examine 

the inherent dangers of bureaucracy as put forward by Hannah Arendt in “The Human 

Condition” and “Eichmann in Jerusalem”. Over the rest of the paper we will look at how 

bureaucracy and care not only interact, but improve one another, on a mass scale. We will 

examine how professional hockey (and sports in general) is a strangely good example of 

bureaucracy. We will then examine how, contrary to Arendtian and popular understanding of 

bureaucracy, in professional hockey an ethic of care underscores how individuality and personal 

responsibility are possible. We will conclude that, although bureaucracy offers much potential 

for alienation, depersonalization and other ethical dangers, it may also be receptive to and both 

benefit and benefit from care. This article will also indirectly contribute to understanding how 

ethics of care and justice can complement one another in practice1. Lastly, this paper will serve 

as a call to rethink bureaucracy more broadly.  

 

                                                           
1
 Much has already been written on this topic, which is why it is by no means a focus of this paper. I only remark 

that insight into this particular issue can be found in the discussion of this paper. 
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Part 1: Bureaucracy as Ethic of Justice 

 The first great elaboration of bureaucracy as the dominant modern organizational form 

comes from the early 20th century sociologist Max Weber. His description, although ideal and 

sometimes far removed from how actual offices carry out their everyday tasks, nonetheless 

offers one of the most insightful and essential descriptions of bureaucracy still used today (Volti 

85). In Economy and Society, Weber offers the following six essential characteristics of 

bureaucracy (956-958): 

1) Bureaucracies operate according to official jurisdictions, in which each role is defined 

and limited precisely by rules. Consequently, authority is distributed in a stable way 

according to qualifications and official duties as prescribed by certain rules; 

2) “The principles of office hierarchy and of channels of appeal stipulate a clearly 

established system of super- and sub- ordination in which there is a supervision of the 

lower offices by the higher ones. *With the full development… the office hierarchy is 

monocratically organized.” 

3) The management of the modern office is done through written (now typed) documents 

which are preserved. The office resources are kept strictly separate from the personal 

resources of the managers and employees2; 

4) Office management is a specialized role; 

5) The official activity of the organization takes the full working capacity of the employee 

and is the primary task; 

6) The management of the organization follows general, stable and exhaustive rules which 

can be learnt as a technical knowledge. 

According to Weber, it is the prevalence of these six characteristics that distinguish the modern 

office from past modes of organization (Volti 79). It should be noted that although Weber uses 

the above elements to describe modern “offices”, it will be argued over the course of this paper 

that these elements are by no means restricted to a chair, desk and lamp environment and in 

fact can be found in diverse contexts (including the modern sports arena).  

 In order to understand what it means to say that an organization with the characteristics 

stated above is the manifestation of an ethic of justice it is important to understand the origin 

of the term. In the 1970s and 80s, Carol Gilligan, a moral psychologist, argued that the justice 

and care form two distinct ethical perspectives, or “interpretive schemes” (Vreek 34). Since 

then, much work has been done to elaborate “the second voice”, i.e. ethics of care. Although 

views within care ethics are diverse and often at odds, certain aspects of care are broadly 

accepted. An ethic of care takes particularistic, contextual relationships as the central concern 

                                                           
2
 Weber offers the modern entrepreneur as one of very few exceptions to this.  
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of moral judgement; it assumes interdependence, vulnerability and needs as givens; it assumes 

moral agents not to be perfectly rational, but to be complex emotional beings (Vreek 35; 

Sevenhuijsen 183-184; Ruiz 773-774). An ethic of justice on the other hand has been considered 

radically different in many ways and it continues to be a matter of debate exactly how ethics of 

care and justice relate to one another3 (Vreek 35; Sevenhuijsen 183; Ruiz 773).  

Jonathan Dancy in his paper “Caring About Justice” identifies 11 elements that care 

ethicists have attributed to ethics of justice at different times (448-449). Although he does not 

seem to think this list is fair, primarily because he thinks the “ethic of justice” is just a 

mischaracterization of Kant, I will use this list for two reasons corresponding to the two 

audiences I mean to address.  Firstly, I would like to address those committed to the 

advancement of ethics of care, individuals who might share in this understanding of ethics of 

justice4. Secondly, I mean to address those with only vague, popular preconceptions of 

concepts like bureaucracy and justice; Dancy’s list does a good job of capturing what one’s 

initial preconceptions about an “ethic of justice” might be. I will now go point by point through 

Dancy’s list (448-449) relating each attribute back to Weber’s essential features of bureaucracy. 

What will be seen is that bureaucracy almost precisely embodies the structure of ethics of 

justice.  

1) Obligation is the key word of the justice perspective. (Dancy 448) 

According to the first principle of bureaucracies, all tasks are carried out as “official duties” 

(Weber 957). 

2) An ethic of justice is driven by a single overriding principle, i.e. justice or fairness. (Dancy 

448) 

According to the Weber, the fullest development of bureaucracy results in a monocracy, i.e. a 

single rule at the top of the hierarchy (957). When this is combined with the fact that every 

position, including the highest, must be taken on with loyalty towards the function of the office 

and no individual in particular, then the single overriding principle of particular bureaucracies 

becomes loyalty to the function of the particular office, whatever it might be. As we will see, 

this is a key source of moral danger for the bureaucrat. This may seem to be a divergent point 

between the ethic of justice and bureaucracy, but recall the overriding principle of particular 

bureaucracies is different from the overriding principle of bureaucracy per se. The overriding 

principle of particular bureaucracies is the function the particular office is (e.g. processing 

                                                           
3
 It is not the intention of this investigation to directly answer the question of how these divergent ethics relate to 

one another, but, as the reader will see, insight into this matter, at a highly practical level is an inevitable result of 
this inquiry. 
4
 Indeed, Dancy claims to have derived this list from a wide variety of sources within the literature, so presumably 

there are at least some committed to care ethics who hold this understanding.  
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driver’s licenses). The overriding principle of bureaucracy itself is a procedural principle, which, 

as we shall see, can most likely be qualified as “fair” and rational in a formal sense. 

3) Its agents are thin Kantian agents, conceived as purely rational, Emotions are 

unnecessary for the discovery of moral truths.  

The sixth principle of bureaucracy is that it is governed by general, stable and exhaustive rules 

which can be learnt as technical knowledge (Weber 958). If by technical knowledge we 

understand the distinction Michael Oakeshott makes in his essay “Political Education” between 

technical and practical knowledge, then one no more needs emotions to make decisions within 

a bureaucracy than one needs emotions to know how a combustion engine works.5 

4) “Its agents are equal and autonomous. Each makes choices for all.” (Dancy 448) 

The hierarchical nature of bureaucracy may lead one to think that agents within bureaucracy 

are not equal, but as Weber specifically says “when the principle of jurisdictional ‘competency’ 

is fully carried through, hierarchical subordination… does not mean that the ‘higher’ authority is 

simply authorized to take over the ‘lower.’ Indeed, the opposite is the rule,” (Weber 957). 

Hierarchy is clearly just a way of dividing tasks rather than dividing people. Even Weber’s choice 

to use quotation marks around “higher” and “lower” suggests that hierarchy is merely a 

manner of speaking and in fact all are equal within their purview and certainly equally subject 

to the rules. We will soon see how, according to Arendt, this equality actually creates profound 

problems. 

5) “Its agents deal only with relationships of their own choosing.” (Dancy 448) 

This is perhaps the most difficult point of comparison between bureaucracy, as Weber 

describes it, and ethics of justice, since Weber, in the particular passage under analysis, does 

not discuss individual agency. What should be recalled about Weber more broadly is that he 

felt comfortable associating subjective experiences of freedoms with a sense of rational 

decision making (Oakley 816) and bureaucracy is supposed to be the organizational 

manifestation of formal rationality (Volti 82). This formal rationality corresponds to the earlier 

distinction that was made between the principles of bureaucracy versus the ends of particular 

bureaucracies. What one can derive from this association between freedom and rationality and 

the formal freedom of bureaucracy is that it should work to maximize the freedom of the 

                                                           
5
 Those who know Weber well, they may be tempted to reject my comparison on the basis that Weber clearly 

opposed the kind of methodological construct homo oeconomicus posed by this principle (Oakley 814). I respond 
that a distinction needs to be made between man as he is and man as he is required to be by bureaucracy. That is 
to say, we can simultaneously hold that man is necessarily an emotionally rich, not perfectly rational agent, and 
still believe that an ideal bureaucracy does not require our emotional faculties.   
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individual within the execution of their mandate. In practice of course, this may not be the case, 

but for now we are only dealing with bureaucracy as an ideal type.  

6) Moral agents operate by a set of principles. (Dancy 448) 

The activity of each member of the office is determined by their official duty (principle 1 of 

bureaucracy), this ought to determine all of their actions within the context of the office, since 

the bureaucracy’s rules are “more or less exhaustive” (principle 6 of bureaucracy) and a 

person’s official activity ought to take up all of their work capacity (principle 5 of bureaucracy) 

(Weber 956-957).  

7) Moral choices are conceived as being subsumed within one or more principles. Deciding 

what to do is a matter of deciding which principle applies. 

Again, the rules and procedures of the bureaucracy are supposed to be more or less exhaustive 

and so we should be able to make every choice properly with reference to them. As a result, 

those within the bureaucracy can never debate ends, only means. This will form the crux of a 

substantial problem according to Arendt6. 

8) The approach requires a certain detachment because the rules are intended to operate 

impartially.  

Firstly, Weber’s specification that in most cases bureaucracy requires the separation of office 

monies and possessions from personal property (principle 3 of bureaucracy) is the most 

tangible expression of the detachment required by ethics of justice. More broadly speaking, this 

detachment is most obviously embodied in Weber’s typology of authority. Bureaucracy is 

characterized by rational-legal authority which is in opposition to the personal rule that 

characterized premodern organizations, i.e. charismatic and traditional authority (Weber 215-

216). Bureaucracy, therefore, is in essence impersonal, which is to say, detached.  

9) The justice perspective is restraining in order to create the minimum conditions for a 

civilized society. 

This characteristic of ethics of justice is tricky because it does not correspond exactly to any 

essential feature of bureaucracy. What can be said is that official jurisdictions set out what is 

expected of each member of the office. Within their jurisdiction, they can certainly excel, if they 

so desire, and if they excel beyond their jurisdiction they can always stand as candidates for 

promotion. In other words, jurisdictions do not necessarily set any top to what members of the 

office can do (except infringe on others’ jurisdictions). On the other hand, these jurisdictions do 

establish the minimum expectations of all members so that all necessary maintenance of the 

                                                           
6
 One which will not be solved in this paper.  
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office is performed. It is this fact which leads Arendt to claim that the office worker is the 

menial servant of the bureaucracy producing so that it can immediately consume for the sake 

of survival (Arendt 1998 p.93).  

10) The justice perspective has the strength of, when its being used properly, always 

offering a solution. 

Where there is a conflict in opinion in the bureaucracy, there is a resolution process in the form 

of bureaucracy’s hierarchy (principle 2 of bureaucracy), which, in the fullest expression of a 

bureaucracy, always has an end point where a final decision is reached (Weber 956). 

11) The ethic of justice maximizes the chance of agreement. 

For the reasons stated above (principle of ethics of justice 10) and given the exhaustive and 

stable nature of the rules (principle 6 of bureaucracy), it stands to reason that agreement would 

be maximized.  

For all the reasons stated above, there can be no doubt that bureaucracy, in essence, as 

a form of organization corresponds extremely strongly to ethics of justice devoid of any 

intermingling with care.  We will now turn to Arendt’s account of the dangers of bureaucracy 

and see how these problems are rooted in fundamental principles of bureaucracy as it relates 

to ethics of justice. Ultimately, we will conclude that this depiction of bureaucracy is not so 

much inaccurate as it is incomplete.  

Part 2: Bureaucracy and the Modern Age 

 Now that we’ve seen that bureaucracy, in its form, corresponds almost exactly to the 

attributes of an ethic of justice, we will turn to its substantive dangers as explored by Hannah 

Arendt. We will see that bureaucracy, being the dominant modern form of organization, also 

typifies all of the degradation, alienation and dehumanization that the modern age brings. The 

problems of bureaucracy can be attributed to three distinct but interrelated features: the place 

of the individual in the bureaucracy, its attempted administration of politics and the rule of no 

one.  

  I have called the first problematic feature of bureaucracy “the place of the individual”. 

This is perhaps an ironic name given that bureaucracy’s effect is to rob individuals of their 

place. In all previous ages, people had a distinct location in the world determined by their 

station and rank, but in the modern age, the principle of equality (a key feature of bureaucracy) 

has come to dominate and distinct groupings, like family, have been subsumed under the 

single, conforming interest that is society (Arendt 1998 p.39-40). The most literal manifestation 

of this trend is the movement away from property as something tied almost permanently to a 
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family (Arendt 1998 p.30) and the movement towards its replacement, wealth, which can be 

constantly exchanged and consumed (Arendt 1998 p.112-113). What’s more, because the 

public realm made it possible for individuals to express how inexchangeable each of them was, 

individuals, in the pre-modern era, were allowed to make themselves distinct (Arendt 1998 

p.41). Location has since been replaced by individuals’ functions in society and it therefore 

follows that individuals can no longer make themselves distinct (Arendt 1998 p.41). 

Bureaucracy, according to Arendt, is the logical consequence of this trend away from 

distinct location and individuality. We see this clearly in a number of ways. In pre-modern 

times, a person would have a trade and not only would this be their trade for their entire life, 

but their son would become an apprentice and most likely take on the same trade. Under 

modern bureaucratic conditions of labour, which could mean anything from the factory to the 

hockey rink, you only have official duties which are in no way particular to you (Arendt 1998 

123). The modern division of labour, while more efficient, makes people (i.e. labour power) 

interchangeable. What’s more, action, which is a fundamentally individual and unique activity, 

gets replaced by behaviour (Arendt 1998 p.41). Once people have lost their place, they can be 

thought of simply as masses and statistics and economics take on a scientific quality (Arendt 

1998 p.42). Rules are then determined to normalize the activities of individuals and prevent 

spontaneity, a cycle of deindividualization is cemented (Arendt 1998 p.40). Bureaucracy, in 

many ways, is the institutionalization of this cycle.  

Everything from bureaucratic dominance by exhaustive rules (principle 6) to the equality 

of all under those rules (principle 5 of ethics of justice), renders individuals interchangeable and 

mobile. For example, a key feature of bureaucracy is that people are hired according to 

“objective”, impersonal qualifications which may be attached to any number of people (Weber 

955). What this means is that in the hiring process, the individual is reduced to a list of criteria, 

something reflected by the attempt to capture a person’s life on a CV. Once working in a 

bureaucracy, a person may change their position many times over the course of a career (King 

981; Rosenfeld). Even today, we see ongoing increases in “career mobility”. It is now taken for 

granted that people will have many jobs over the course of their lifetime (King; Rosenfeld). 

Therefore, the first problematic result of bureaucracy is the dislocation and deindividualization 

of people. 

Due to the above, bureaucracy becomes the form of government best suited to the full 

expression of the modern age (Arendt 1998 p.39-40). As Marx puts it, bureaucracy is the “pure 

administration” of communal affairs (Arendt 1998 p.45). This means that in the modern era, 

because questions of simple subsistence, life rather than “the good life”, enter the public realm, 

rather than debates over which ends are most worthwhile, politics is reduced to debates over 

which means are most effective. We see this mix of means and ends debates every election 
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season. Whereas no politician is willing to dispute that pollution is bad and economic growth is 

good, elections will be won and lost over questions of how high the corporate tax rate should 

be or whether families should receive daycare support. For Arendt, not only does the subject 

matter of these issues not belong in a “political” debate (indeed political economy is a 

contradiction in terms for her (Arendt 1998 p.29)), but the form of the question, i.e. how to 

best execute a common agreed upon goal, isn’t genuinely political but administrative. 

Bureaucracy in its essence denies the possibility of true politics, by having as its dominant 

principle loyalty to whatever end is predetermined (principle 2 of an ethic of justice), regarding 

all disputes as the mere application of rules (principle 7 of an ethic of justice) and, as a result, in 

its fullest expression, always guaranteeing agreement (principle 2 of bureaucracy). Where 

bureaucracy begins, according to Arendt, politics ends. Politics not only requires the 

individuality denied by modern bureaucracy, but it consists in the sort of disagreement, which 

seems antithetical to the very nature of bureaucracy. I will however not explore this problem 

further in this essay.  

Lastly, and perhaps most insidiously, bureaucracy is the “rule of no one” which means 

no individual is obviously personally responsible for the acts of the organization. As she says in 

Eichmann in Jerusalem “…we have become very much accustomed by modern psychology and 

sociology, not to speak of modern bureaucracy, to explaining away the responsibility of the 

doer for his deed in terms of this or that kind of determinism,” (290). It is this moral7 distance 

the bureaucrat has from the results of their choices that allows atrocities like the Holocaust to 

have been administered. An atrocity like the Holocaust is only possible through the normalizing 

processes of mass opinion and the dominance of rules (a key feature of bureaucracy). In this 

light, the efficiency Weber attributes to bureaucracy becomes terrifying. Indeed, this distinction 

between rationality in means and morality in ends is one Weber openly acknowledged (Volti 

82). It is this last danger of bureaucracy which the most dramatic, evocative and (possibly) 

unforgiveable. It is this author’s hope that over the rest of this paper, the reader comes to 

realize that none of these dangers is inevitable part of bureaucracy and what’s more, the moral 

potential of bureaucracy’s efficiency does not lie exclusively in the hands of whoever happens 

to write an organization’s mandate.  

Part 3: Hockey—Bureaucracy on Ice  

 Over the course of this section, it will be shown that modern professional ice hockey is, 

in fact, highly bureaucratic8. This is not only true in the way that is popularly acknowledged (i.e. 

that hockey teams are multi-million dollar businesses), but that the playing of the game itself 

                                                           
7
 I’m not certain if Arendt would use this word, but I feel it is appropriate regardless. 

8
 I realize this may be disturbing to some and so I warn the faint of heart and those prone to hockey-related 

violence to skip to the section dealing with Google. 
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greatly exemplifies bureaucratic principles. It will then be shown that this bureaucratization has 

in no way been able to stop (and in some cases has helped) the development of individuality, 

genuine debate and personal responsibility in hockey. Special attention will be paid to the ways 

in which ethics of care has been fostered within professional hockey. 

 To begin, Weber’s first essential bureaucratic feature is the stable use of official 

jurisdiction to determine and delimit roles. In hockey, this manifests in the basic on-ice 

positions of goalie, defencemen, left wing, right wing and centre (Basic Ice Hockey Positions 

Explained). The duties and rules governing the effective execution of each of these positions 

has been so extensively developed that there exists entire schools dedicated to giving 

instruction on the skills required by all players and each position individually (e.g. the Canadian 

International Hockey Academy, the Canadian Hockey Academy, Hockey Canada Skills Academy, 

etc.). It should also be pointed out that hockey cards specify the position played by each player, 

suggesting that there is a fairly stable division throughout a person’s career (Image 1). This 

principle of bureaucracy is clearly met. 

Image 1 
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 Weber’s second principle of bureaucracy, hierarchy, is captured in the modern hockey 

team’s roles of assistant captains, captains, whose jobs have been summed up as reinforcing 

the commands of those “higher” in the bureaucracy (Myers). The rigid distinction is physicalized 

in the “A” and “C” sewn into the jerseys of players filling that role. This principle of bureaucracy 

is clearly met. 

 Weber’s third principle, the written nature of management and the separation of office 

and personal property is slightly tricky due to the nature of a hockey team’s activity and the 

peculiar rules of the NHL. It may seem at first that there is no writing involved in the actual 

playing of hockey. However, when one reflects, one realizes that everything from player rosters 

and game schedules to minutes played and goals scored is written down and recorded (See 

Image 1). Most notably, the official rules of the NHL are a stable written document which, at 

different times, requires written documents in order to confirm or appeal things like fines and 

suspensions (33, 62). Interestingly, however, although hockey teams pay for equipment, in the 

NHL, each individual player owns their own gear (Matheson). It remains clear however what is 

owned by the team and what is owned by the player. Even if it were not clear, however, it 

would be a small point when considering whether or not professional hockey is in essence 

bureaucratic, given that Weber himself was ready to acknowledge exceptions, e.g. 

entrepreneurs (956). Weber’s third principle of bureaucracy is therefore ultimately met.  

 Weber’s fourth principle of bureaucracy, management, is clearly demonstrated by the 

fact that professional hockey teams have specialized managers called coaches who make 

decisions before and during games on all kinds of things “office activity” (e.g. plays, lines, 

timeouts, etc.). 

 Weber’s fifth principle, full work capacity utilization, is immediately evident upon 

watching a professional game. Not only are players on-ice constantly engaged in whatever play 

is occurring, but players engage in fitness and training regimens, which, for the length of the 

season and post-season take up much of their “personal” time as well (O’Neil). Indeed, research 

has been done into the skills of focus used by elite hockey players in and out of games (Barbour 

17). It would be highly counterintuitive to suggest that professional players are not committed 

to “official activity” as their first priority when they’re at a game. 

 The last requirement of bureaucracy is that organizational activity be governed by 

extensive and exhaustive rules. This is clearly the case given that NHL games operate according 

to a rule book over 200 pages long (NHL Official Rules). It is therefore clear that the playing of 

professional hockey is fully bureaucratic according to Weber’s meaning. We will now explore 
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how, despite this heavy bureaucratization, there manages to still be individuality, debate and 

personal responsibility all underscored by a certain ethic of care.  

Part 4: Hockey Fandom—Caring about Bureaucracy on Ice 

In Canada ice hockey is a widely watched, widely celebrated sport, but it would be an 

understatement to say that hockey is simply a popular sport. Canada has adopted ice hockey as 

its national winter sport (National Sports of Canada Act). Countless magazines, newspapers and 

blogs have referred to hockey as “profoundly Canadian,” “a way of life,” and “an obsession 

(Watterworth; Hockey Culture…; Martin). To what extent it is any of these things could be 

disputed, but that it is cared for and about by thousands of people could not. Over the course 

of this section, we will explore how professional hockey is surrounded by a culture dominated 

primarily by an informal ethic of care. We will see how this ethic of care makes individuality, 

debate and personal responsibility possible in the context of the sports bureaucratic nature. 

The definition of care we will be using is the 4-part definition offered by Joan Tronto (126-136). 

We will now see how each element manifests in hockey fandom. 

(1) “attentiveness, a proclivity to become aware of need;” (Sander-Staudt)  

Firstly, attention is the activity of the fan. It would be hard to believe that someone is a “real 

fan” if they did not watch the games, know the player names or even know whether “their” 

team is doing well. Attention is not only paid to the teams on-ice, but also the players off-ice. 

This is show by the large number of articles dedicated to player surgeries (QMI Agency; Sports 

Network; Brough). Yet attentiveness is not enough, it must be attentiveness to needs. It may 

seem strange to talk about hockey teams as having needs and it may seem naïve to think fans 

are concerned about player injuries because of care. Yet need is exactly how fans and sports 

journalists talk about the relationships between teams, players and fans (In Our Opinion…; Yi; 

Badenhausen; Connors). Perhaps it is a bit dramatic, but I see no reason to doubt their 

sincerity.  

The fact that fans pay attention not only to teams, but to players shows the strong possibility of 

individuality within the on-ice bureaucracy. Players like Maurice Richarde, Wayne Gretzky and 

Sydney Crosby become personal heroes for many young aspiring hockey players. These 

individuals are not all simply placeholders for the position of “great hockey player”. While it is 

true that a player’s station and rank is very often unstable (over half of all NHL players play less 

than 100 games) and teams acquire players only to fill certain position (QuantHockey; 

Berkshire). Yet it is also true that 255 players have been inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame 

and thousands more have been individualized through trading cards, jerseys, Stanley Cups, TV 

and radio interviews, school visits and charity work, biographic films, children’s books and other 

memorabilia (Induction Facts & Figures; Melancon; see Image 1). Ironically, a great source of 
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individualization for each player is their “stats” (i.e. games played, goals scored, assists, etc.). I 

say this is ironic because it is precisely the deindividualization of modern man which makes 

statistics possible. Yet it is clear that hockey players, especially exceptional hockey players 

become genuinely unique. After Wayne Gretzsky9, it is true that other centres were found, but 

this does not automatically make them his equivalent. 

This individualization is only possible because a group exists that cares enough about 

these individuals to watch their games consistently and besides that commemorate them 

through memorabilia. Now, of course this opens up the fan, player, team relationship to the 

realities of marketization and branding and while I acknowledge this problematizes the 

relationship, it does not negate it. What we can take from this is that this individualized attention 

to players strongly contradicts Arendt’s claim that unique expression is lost within bureaucracy 

and that individuals become entirely interchangeable. 

(2) “responsibility, a willingness to respond and take care of need;” (Sander-Staudt) 

Whenever the “needs” of a team are referenced, it is usually with regards to attendance, a 

responsibility which hundreds of thousands of fans happily take on each year (In Our Opinion…; 

Yi; Badenhausen; NHL Attendance). The language of responsibility has also been used to 

describe the NHL’s responsibility to end labour disputes, the players’ responsibility to fight for 

the entertainment of the fans10 and the fans responsibility to be sportsmanlike (Kelley; 

Zelkovitch; Vancouver Canucks). It therefore seems as if, on a large scale, responsibility of all 

kinds is taken seriously, at least on a rhetorical level. We will see when we consider step 4 of 

care, “responsiveness”, how this responsibility plays out in practice. 

(3) “competence, the skill of providing good and successful care; and” (Sander-Staudt) 

We have already discussed the degree to which players train in order to play the highest quality 

of hockey possible. Fans also spend a great deal of time learning about their favourite teams, 

players and hockey in general in order to demonstrate their loyalty (Connors; Yi). In general, the 

sort of care demonstrated and provided within the context of hockey fandom does require 

some skill that many people take some time to develop,  

(4) “responsiveness, consideration of the position of others as they see it and recognition of the 

potential for abuse in care” (Sander-Staudt)  

Lastly, we must ask: is the earlier mentioned sense of responsibility taken seriously in practice? 

The most plausible answer is that it is taken seriously by different actors to different degrees. 

                                                           
9
 As an amuing piece of trivia one might use to demonstrate hockey’s affinity for bureaucracy, the zone behind the 

net was nicknamed “Gretzky’s office” due to his habit of setting up plays there (Sullivan).  
10

 This may serve as an interesting example of the “no escape” problem sometimes attributed to ethics of care. 
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For example, both the players and the NHL have been accused of drawing out their labour 

disputes in the past, despite their responsibility to their loyal fans (Kelley). Every time there is a 

hockey riot, we might claim that fans are shirking their responsibility to act in a sportsmanlike 

manner (Vancouver Canucks). Yet to some degree, actors within professional hockey must fulfill 

their responsibility or the sport would be completely dysfunctional. Every time a player puts on 

an amazing performance and the crowd cheers, a certain mutual responsibility is being met. 

Every time a team loses and there isn’t a riot (which is of course the norm), a responsibility is 

being met. In hockey, as in all other aspects of life, relationships are not perfect, but there is 

clearly both a self-understanding and a practice of responsibility within the sport.  

 Arendt voices a particular concern of the lack of personal responsibility within the vast 

impersonal structures of bureaucracy. The best example of this is perhaps the violence that 

goes on on-ice that would not be allowed legally anywhere but within the bureaucracy of an 

official sport. Yet players face all sorts of responsibility for bad behaviour on ice (NHL Official 

rules (NHL Official Rules 33, 62). What’s more, the highly public (not in the Arendtian sense) 

nature of the sport and the level of individualization that has already been explored means that 

players feel accountable to fans in many ways (Zelkovich). This is demonstrated by the number 

of public apologies given by NHL players for various unsupported acts (NHL; Wiebe). Although it 

may not always be satisfactory, there are both formal and informal provisions to insure that 

individuals are in fact held to account and do feel a sense of personal responsibility.   

Conclusion 

 We began this paper with the negative conceptions of bureaucracy propagated by both 

popular opinion and the work of thinkers like Hannah Arendt. We then looked at the logical 

foundations for this belief in bureaucracy’s darker possibilities. Yet we have now seen how 

professional hockey (and it is safe to say sports more broadly) clearly demonstrates how ethics 

of care negates two the greatest dangers of bureaucracy, deindividualization and the rule of no 

one. What does this suggest more broadly? It is possible to develop strong caring relations 

within and through bureaucracy and for those relations to be strengthened through the 

bureaucratic system (i.e. it is only because so much organization goes on that it is possible to 

play hockey at such a high quality and manage and admit so many fans). What is essential to 

this care is the self-understanding of those involved in the bureaucracy. Indeed, for those who 

aren’t sports fans, it may seem dramatic and even trivial to describe what goes on in hockey as 

a matter of need and responsibility. Yet, because those involved understand themselves and 

their relations in this way, care for and around the game flourishes.  

 As such, I would like to recommend two things: 
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(1) That we rethink bureaucracy more broadly. That is, recall that bureaucracy is not merely 

the inefficiency of government departments or the defense of Nazi officials, but also the 

way your local grocery store and cultural associations are organized.  

(2) The above will inevitably cause us to rethink our relations with and within bureaucracy. 

We will realize that much moral and political danger of bureaucracy is not built-in to the 

system, but rather a consequence of how we choose to interact within that system. 
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